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Humanity will be called soon to learn a lesson. It will either be its last lesson, or the first real lesson it has learned, from its biggest and gravest mistake - to allow the enemy to gain ground. It will have only two choices. All human beings are accountable to a choice, whether they like it or not. The magnitude of their influence will be judged by the power they possess.

There are only two possible lessons they can learn from it. It's glaringly obvious that either of the following futures is approaching. And you can also see, if you are educated, which one is approaching faster. Just take a moment to imagine beyond. Way beyond than what you can see right now in front of you. Then, you realize what was once so far, is now a reality. The epochs do flow.

Either our own, that of real compassion, internal and external freedom, strength, nature, health, order, separation of peoples so they can reach greatness and fulfill nature's destiny, mutual respect, higher existence, beauty and eternal life. Truth, as it is. Life for all beings, and happiness for all beings on this planet. Rejuvenation of the caused damage, the planet to be brought back to a paradise condition. The people not punished, but restored, in accordance to their willingness, and with respect.
What today seems totally impossible because people are teaching themselves and choosing by force, the other teaching, which portrays to be the one like ours. Yet so unlike ours, so opposite... Its signature is below. It also comes under other forms, such as the hammer and sickle. What it boils down to, is what is below. It has proved its own essence by its fruit. Closely half a billion deaths and counting, do testify. Innocents who are dying everyday, do also testify. Its kill count is still rising. It can't but reveal itself nonetheless, as it reaches a point of opposition.

Or simply put, the lesson of the jewish enemy and all they have created.

That of eternal damnation, separation from all life, destruction of the planet and all life in it, the eternal existence of a slave, under a slave system, in a way that will never be reversed. The death of all life on earth, like much of it, has went dead already. See their texts for details. I am just mentioning these. The birth of a dying planet, upon which jewish consumerism and hatred has spilled freely, destroying it forever. Unhappy, sickly, inhuman and horrendous acts. All souls except of the jewish one, subjugated and broken. Hope lost forever. And no, no saviors either, because this too has been a dupe to blind you while treading down this road. Just darkness and despair. The reversal of our Truth, with their lies. The feelings of hate, misery, affliction, sickness and depravity just ruling, a mass upon a mass, until indefinitely, or until the jews consume one another as well. The ultimate punishment one can receive, and give.

A banner must be picked. The epoch of this world is being written, and you are given a pen. By Satan that is, because the enemy stole your rights and your pen. And everything else you could have, in accordance to their aims.

So, you are a student, or a teacher, whomever you are now, or just learning to
write. You need to put it down and practice. Learn, write, and then, sign it too, with your signature. Maybe for some of us, we will sign it with our blood, as we have signed it with our tears and sweat. What is your choice? Has anyone ever asked you, what is your choice?

Satan though asks all of us.

Decide which one you are going to teach to Humanity.
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